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Experimental investigation of helium migration in an fcc aluminum matrix
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a b s t r a c t

Experimental investigation of helium migration in an fcc aluminum is reported. A pure aluminum with
0.15 wt% of 10B was neutron-irradiated to obtain (1.2 ± 0.2) � 1024 m�3 helium atoms in the metal
according to the reaction 10B + n ? 7Li + 4He. The post-irradiated metal was observed in situ in TEM while
the sample was heated to 470 �C with a hot stage holder.

A helium-rich area was found in the vicinity of nanometric 10B segregates that were not solute in the
aluminum. The helium-rich area was characterized as a polygonal faceted region. According to EELS mea-
surements, this area is saturated with NHe = (3 ± 1) � 1028 m�3 helium atoms, which are (30–65)% of the
atoms in the observed area.

It was found that the helium-rich area expands due to helium migration. Electron beam diffraction
revealed that the preferred orientation of the helium atoms’ migration is normal to plane ð022Þ. The
results are consistent with models for helium atoms migration between interstitial sites for an fcc metal.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Mechanical property deterioration by helium embrittlement is
attributed to helium atom creation and bubble formation, particu-
larly in metals at high homologous temperatures (T > 0.5Tm, where
Tm is the melting temperature). [1].

Theoretical investigation of the atomistic behavior of helium-
vacancy (HenVm, where Hen are n helium atoms and Vm are m
voids) clusters was carried out analytically and by molecular
dynamics codes during the last few decades [2–4]. Despite many
years of research regarding helium’s effects in metals there are still
many unknowns, especially regarding the initial stages of voids
and bubble nucleation.

One method to induce helium in metals is based on neutron
irradiation of aluminum–boron samples [5,6]; this procedure was
used in this work.

When the post-irradiated metal is heated, the helium atoms
combine into clusters and into bubbles. Tiwari and Singh [7] inves-
tigated the effect of temperature on the final helium bubble radius
in aluminum and copper. In order to see the migration process of
helium and bubble formation, in situ observation during the heat-
ing is required.

In this report, we present an investigation of helium migration
in an fcc aluminum using TEM. Micrograph images and respective
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electron beam diffraction on aluminum with 10B after neutron irra-
diation during in situ heating using a hot stage holder are reported.
2. Alloy preparation

Pure aluminum (99.9999%) with 0.15 wt% 10B powder was
melted in an arc furnace. This amount of 10B is solute in the alumi-
num at the elevated temperatures in the arc furnace. Since the sol-
ubility of 10B in a solid Al is negligibly small [8], nanometric 10B
segregates were formed after solidification. The prepared metal
was then neutron-irradiated in the Soreq nuclear reactor with a
flux of / ¼ 3� 1017 (n/m2 s) for 20 h. The concentration of
helium atoms NHe that were created in the bulk of the sample from
the reaction 10B + n ? 7Li + 4He is given by NHe ¼ /rN10B t = 1.2 �
1024 (m�3), where r ¼ 4:0� 10�25 (m2) is the cross-section of
the 10B atom, N10B = 7.7 � 1025 (m�3) is the number of 10B atoms
per unit volume, and t = 20 (h) is the irradiation time. The Li prod-
uct at this small concentration is solute in the Al matrix and there-
fore can be neglected [9].

After irradiation, the Al–10B alloy was rolled to a 2.7 mm thick-
ness plate and TEM samples were prepared. The Al–10B plate was
cut with a low speed saw to obtain 500 lm thickness foils. Disks
with a 3 mm diameter were punched from the foils and were
thinned to 100 lm by grinding. Subsequently, the disks were
thinned to a hole in their center by an electro-polishing jet in a
Tenupol 50 device. The combined procedure of graded grinding
and electro-polishing at low temperatures ensures a minimum
influence of the preparation procedure on the specimen’s micro-
structure. The estimated thickness of the observed region near
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the hole, where the electron beam can be transmitted, is about 50–
150 nm.

3. Experimental results

The observations were carried out in an FEI Titan model TEM
with an acceleration of 300 keV. TEM images of selected areas of
Fig. 1. TEM images of migration of the helium-rich area in aluminum during heating to
area revealed a formation of nanometric helium bubbles (f).
a specimen that had been heated to 470 �C are shown in Fig. 1a–
f. A polygonal area with sharp boundaries was observed (Fig. 1a–
e). A defocused image under magnification of this area revealed a
formation of nanometric helium bubbles, as shown in Fig. 1f. The
edge contrast arises because the helium displaces the aluminum
reflecting planes. Similar contrast effect of stacking fault has been
observed by TEM in metals [10]. The number of helium atoms in
470 �C in the hot stage holder (a–e). A defocused image under magnification of this
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this area was measured with an electron energy loss spectrum
(EELS) device. According to EELS measurement, the number of he-
lium atoms is given by [11]:

NHe ¼
Ik

I0
� 1
rk
� 1

d
ð1Þ

where Ik is the intensity of the electron loss spectrum at 21.5 eV
(first helium ionization energy) and I0 is the intensity of the un-
scattered electrons, rk = 3 � 10�23 m2 is the electron cross-section
of the appropriate scattered electrons, and d = 70 nm is the foil
thickness in the TEM experiment. In the helium area there are
NHe = (3 ± 1) � 1028 m�3 helium atoms, which are (30–65)% of the
atoms in the observed area. For comparison, the number of helium
atoms in the rest of the aluminum matrix is (1.2 ± 0.2) � 1024 m�3,
which is 20 appm.
Fig. 2. Diffraction pattern of the selected area in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. TEM image with the diffraction pattern of the selected area after cooling to
room temperature. The vectors to the diffraction spots indicate that the boundaries
of the helium-rich areas are parallel to the aluminum crystallographic planes (111),
(11 1) and (0 22).

Fig. 4. Theoretical diffraction pattern in fcc metal with zone axis [0 1 1].
The formation of an area with a high concentration of helium is
attributed due to the existence of 5 nm diameter segregated boron
particles that were found in the vicinity of the polygonal area. Dur-
ing the neutron irradiation a high helium concentration region was
formed around the boron particles according to the nuclear reac-
tion 10B + n ? 7Li + 4He. At room temperature the diffusion rate
of helium in the aluminum is very low. It increases exponentially
with temperature [12]. The diffusion coefficient of helium atoms
in aluminum at 470 �C is higher by two orders of magnitude than
at room temperature, therefore helium atoms are moving fast in
the metal until they are trapped in the lattice defects. The helium
migration and bubble formation in these conditions continuously
develop in minutes and can be observed by in situ TEM.

The images in Fig. 1a–e were taken at one second intervals from
1a to 1e. In Fig. 1b the helium area started to expand and the hor-
izontal boundary at the bottom moved downwards. Although the
diagonal boundary at the bottom seems to be also moving,
Fig. 1c shows that this shape was preserved. The helium area con-
tinued to expand downward along a direction perpendicular to the
lower boundary as shown in Fig. 1a–e. The expansion of the other
boundaries is more moderate.

The sharp boundaries and the migration of the helium area in a
preferred direction imply that this phenomenon is related to the
aluminum crystallographic directions. A diffraction image was
taken after cooling the specimen to room temperature, in order
Fig. 5. TEM image of the helium-rich area in aluminum during heating to 470 �C.
The angles between the boundaries reveal that the boundaries are parallel to the
crystallographic planes.



Table 1
A comparison of the calculated angles between crystallographic planes in an fcc metal
(Fig. 4) and the measured angles between the polygon sides (Fig. 5).

Between planes Theoretical angle (�) Measured angle in the TEM image (�)

(11 1) and (111) 70.52 71 ± 1
(11 1) and (111) 109.48 109 ± 1
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to stop the helium migration and to stabilize the diagnosed area.
The electron beam diffraction pattern and the relevant crystallo-
graphic planes notations are shown in Fig. 2. It was found that
the zone axis lies along the [0 1 1] direction, hence the observed
plane in the TEM is (0 1 1). The diffraction image combined with
the TEM image of the observed area is shown in Fig. 3. One can
see that the vectors to the spots reflected from planes (111) and
(111) in the diffraction image are perpendicular to the boundaries
of the helium-rich area in the TEM image. The vector to plane
(022) is pointing to the corner between the two boundaries. This
is the preferred migration direction of the helium area. These re-
sults reveal that the boundaries of the helium area are parallel to
the corresponding crystallographic planes of the aluminum bulk.
Analysis of the angles between the diffraction spots supports these
findings. A schematic description of the diffraction image as re-
ceived in the experiment is shown in Fig. 4 [13]. A comparison of
the calculated angles between crystallographic planes in an fcc me-
tal as shown in Fig. 4, and the measured angles between the poly-
gon sides in our experiment (Fig. 5) is given in Table 1. The
agreement between the experimental and calculated angles indi-
cates that the boundaries are parallel to the crystallographic planes
as shown in Fig. 5. The arrow in Fig. 5 shows the migration direc-
tion of the lower boundary. It is parallel to the plane (022). The
direction of the migration is normal to this plane.

4. Analysis and discussion

The experimental results show that helium migrates in the
aluminum in a direction normal to the family of planes {1 1 1}
and the plane (022). The expansion rate of the boundaries
seems to be higher in the direction parallel to plane (022) than
in the other directions. Helium bubbles are formed in the he-
lium-rich area behind the migration front.

To understand this behavior it is essential to examine the he-
lium–metal interaction. Past research in this field has found that
Fig. 6. A schematic fcc lattice with jump
helium atoms get into the interstitial sites and create clusters in
the metal defects that become nucleation sites for the bubble
formation [14]. It was also suggested that the helium atoms in
the aluminum matrix increase the stability of vacancy clusters
and act as a catalyst for the formation of He-void clusters
[15,16].

Aluminum has an fcc atomic structure with two types of
interstitial voids: the larger voids are known as octahedral sites
and the smaller voids are known as tetrahedral sites [17]. In the
fcc metal the octahedral interstitial site is the favorable position
for interstitial helium. [15,16,18]. Ab initio calculations made by
Yang et al. [15] showed that the migration energy of interstitial
helium atoms between two octahedral sites without crossing the
tetrahedral site is 0.16 eV, while passing via the tetrahedral site
is 0.13 eV. Since the difference between tetrahedral and octahe-
dral diffusion path is only 0.03 eV, the helium migration in our
experiments at 470 �C (=0.064 eV) will be probably a combina-
tion of both types of transitions.

According to this model, and the behavior of the sample un-
der the TEM, we suggest the following explanation. Due to neu-
tron irradiation of a specimen containing nanometric boron
segregates helium-rich regions are initially present in the sam-
ple. After irradiation the specimen was heated in the TEM and
the diffusion rate of helium in the aluminum matrix is acceler-
ated exponentially as a function of the temperature. The amount
of helium that can be absorbed by a specific region of the mate-
rial depends on the number of vacancies available. Therefore the
helium migrates to areas that contain smaller proportion of he-
lium atoms, as observed in the experiment.

The initial step of the helium migration is a jump between
octahedral sites either directly or via tetrahedral sites. In our
TEM experiments the observation direction is normal to the
plane (0 1 1). While looking on this plane, the jump of helium
atoms from the octahedral site at the center [2 2 2] to the next
octahedral site, as shown by the arrows in Fig. 6, will appear
as a migration of the helium front in a direction normal to plane
(022). The other possible vacant octahedral sites that the helium
atoms could jump into are not lying in the plane (0 1 1) and
therefore the migration of helium in directions normal to planes
{1 1 1} looks less dominant by our TEM two-dimensional
observations.

This interpretation of helium atom migration in aluminum,
based on helium-vacancy models is consistent with our TEM
experiment as shown in Fig. 1a–e.
paths between two octahedral sites.
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5. Conclusions

Migration of helium in aluminum was observed in situ by TEM
with a hot stage holder while heating the metal. The TEM obser-
vation and calculation of the number of helium atoms from EELS
revealed a helium-rich area in the vicinity of boron segregates.
During the specimen heating, the helium starts to migrate to
other areas and the helium-rich area expands. Electron beam dif-
fraction reveals that the migration direction is normal to the
planes (022) and {1 1 1} while the observed direction is normal
to plane (0 1 1). These findings can be explained by the migration
of helium atoms in an fcc aluminum lattice through interstitial
sites.
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